Rotation Effect in Morse Potential For K$_2$ Molecule
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Abstract:

The rotation effect upon Morse potential had been studied and the values of the effective potential in potential curves had been calculated for electronic states (X$^2\Sigma^+_g$, B $\Pi_u$) K$_2$ molecule. The calculation had been computed for rotational quantum number (J = 5). Also, drawing potential curves for these systems had been done using Herzberg and Gaydon equations. It was found that the values of the dissociation energy which resulting from using Herzberg equation greater than that of Gaydon equation. Besides, it was found that the rotation effect for (X and B) electronic states in Morse potential is very small and in this case may negligible.
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Introduction:

The absorption or emission of electromagnetic radiation in visible and UV regions resulted from the transition between the electronic energy levels of the molecules. The spectra of diatomic molecules contain a large numbers of spectral lines. This complexity in the spectrum is due to containing fine structures of vibrational and rotational transitions [1-2]. Various investigations have been performed to study the “diffuse bands” in the visible alkali spectra [3]. In the case of potassium they occur in low power discharges, in optically excited vapors, in absorption measurements and in potassium rare gas mixtures [4]. Similar results are established with sodium as well. Recently a measurement of the diffuse bands for sodium and potassium with a lifetime analysis of the excited state has been given [5-6]. In all emission experiments the peak of the potassium diffuse band is located at about 572.5 nm [7-8]. It is well separated from other features of the visible spectrum, lying in between the B-X and the C-X molecular band systems [9]. The emission of the diffuse band has been identified to stem from the $2^3\Sigma_g$ to $1^3\Sigma^+_u$ transition. This has been further substantiated in recent potential calculations by Konowalow and co-workers [10]. Their results have been used to calculate the absorption profile of the K$_2$ diffuse band, showing good agreement with the experiment.

Theory

The total energy for molecule is[1]:

$$E_T = E_e + E_{vib} + E_{rot}$$  \(1\)

where $E_e$ is the electronic energy, $E_{vib}$ is the vibrational energy, $E_{rot}$ is the rotational energy.

$E_e > E_{vib} > E_{rot}$

The value of energy for the electronic state depending upon the upon the internuclear distance ($r$) (bond length), because the potential is a function of the distance between two atoms of this
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molecule according to a different electronic transitions. The Morse potential functions $V_m$, which almost verify an experimental potential curve used in work [11]:

$$V_m (r) = D_e \left[1 - e^{-\beta (r-r_e)} \right]^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $r$ is the distance between the atom, $r_e$ is the equilibrium bond distance defined by the following relation:

$$r_e = \sqrt{\frac{\hbar}{8\pi^2 B \mu c}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$\mu$ is reduced mass of molecule, $c$ is the velocity of light in vacuum and $\hbar$ is Planck constant.

$$\mu = \frac{m_1 m_2}{m_1 + m_2} Av$$

where $Av$ is Avogadro number, $\beta$ is a constant for each electronic state of molecule under investigation, and it represents the value of bending profile of potential curve

$$\beta = \left[\frac{8\pi^2 \mu (\omega_\varepsilon \chi_\varepsilon) c}{\hbar} \right]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $D_e$ is a spectral dissociation energy of diatomic molecule, a brief account for procedure being used for the calculation of dissociation energy of diatomic molecule which given by the following relation [1]:

$$D_e = \frac{\omega \varepsilon^2}{4 \omega_\varepsilon \chi_\varepsilon}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\omega_\varepsilon$ is the harmonicity constant and $\omega_\varepsilon \chi_\varepsilon$ is the anharmonicity constant.

The relation is to be compared with the dissociation energy given Gaydon[11]:

$$D_e = \frac{\omega \varepsilon^2}{5 \omega_\varepsilon \chi_\varepsilon - 2B}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $B$ is the rotation constant of each electronic state of the molecule.

**Rotation effect**

As a result for a failure of Born-Oppenhiemer approximation [1] in the excited states (such as in vibronic transition), so the rotational transitions magnitudes through the electronic transition will effect upon the potential (eq. 2) and will be:

$$V_{\text{effective}} = V_m + V_{\text{rot}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$V_{\text{rot}} = \frac{\hbar}{8\pi^2 \mu^2 c} J (J + 1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $J$ is the rotational quantum number.

In the present work, the spectroscopic constants are listed in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectroscopic constant</th>
<th>$K_\Sigma X \Sigma^+_g$</th>
<th>$K_\Sigma B \Pi_u$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_e$ (cm$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>9.264</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_\varepsilon$</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.3876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_\chi$</td>
<td>5.923 x 10$^5$</td>
<td>4.235 x 10$^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$ (cm$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.05622</td>
<td>0.04824</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results and Discussion:**

Figures (1) and (2) show the results of Herzberg and Gaydon equations calculations for Morse potential function and for the ground state $X \Sigma^+_g$ and the excited state $B \Pi_u$ of $K_2$ molecule. It was found that the values of the dissociation energy which resulting from using Herzberg equation greater than that of Gaydon equation because the bond length of the excited state greater than of the ground state.

Figure (3) and (4) show the results of Herzberg and Gaydon equations calculations in Morse potential and the rotational effect upon this potential by using (eq. 7) the values of $D_e$ for the ground state of $X \Sigma^+_g$ and the excited state $B \Pi_u$ of $K_2$ molecule ($J = 5$).
was found that the rotation effect for (X and B) electronic states upon Morse potential is very small and in this case may negligible.

Figure (5) and (6) show the results of the effective potential (eq. 7) by using the values of $D_e$ of electronic state (X and B) of K$_2$ molecule with quantum number $(J = 5)$. It was found that the effect potential by using the values of $D_e$ of the ground state greater than the effective potential of the excited state of K$_2$ molecule with quantum number $(J = 5)$.

Fig (1) Morse potential in the ground state $X^\Sigma_g^+$ of K2 molecule

Fig (2) Morse potential in the excited state $B^\Pi_u$ of K2 molecule

Fig (3) Effective potential in the ground state $X^\Sigma_g^+$ of K2 molecule (J=5)

Fig (4) Effective potential in the excited state $B^\Pi_u$ of K2 molecule (J=5)

Fig (5) Effective potential using Herzberg equation in X and B states of K2 molecule (J=5)

Fig (6) Effective potential using Gaydon equation in X and B states of K2 molecule (J=5)
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